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ABSTRACT 
The solution of systems of linear equations by mean of the vector e-algorithm is 
investigated. The cases with a singular matrix are studied which show that, under 
certain assumptions on the minimal polynomial of the matrix, a solution can be 
obtained. Some theorems concerning the application of the e-algorithm to vectors 
satisfying a matrix difference equation are proved. These results generalize results 
on the scalar e-algorithm and some recent theorems on the vector e-algorithm. 
The e-algorithm is a device found by Wynn [7] to accelerate the 
convergence of sequences of real or complex numbers. The theory of the 
e-algorithm is related to the theories of Padi: table, continued fractions 
and linear difference equations. Wynn [8] has also proposed an s-algorithm 
working with vectors. In this algorithm the vectors E~(~) are produced 
from the initial vectors 
ELni = 0, &()(fl) = x n* ?z=O,l,... , 
where {x,} is the sequence of vectors of Rp under transformation, by use 
of the relationships 
&k+l 
(4 = $4-+1” + [&(n+l) _ Ek(nq-l, k,n=O,l,..., 
the inverse of a vector y being defined by y-l = y/(y, y). Theories 
concerning vector-valued Pad6 table and vector continued fractions have 
recently been constructed by Wynn [9, 111 for the purpose of the vector 
s-algorithm. 
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In this paper, I prove some results in the difference equations theory 
of the vector e-algorithm. These results are based on the solution of 
systems of linear equations by mean of the c-algorithm using vectors 
generated by linear iterative processes. 
The basic mathematical material for this aim is given by the following 
theorem conjectured by Wynn [lo] and proved by McLeod [6] which is the 
fundamental result in the theory of the vector e-algorithm. 
THEOREM 1. If the relations 
& ai%i = a i ai, n =O,l,..., 
hold for the initial values, where the coefficients ai are real and ak # 0, then 
k 
eg = a Vn if 2 a, # 0 and e&J = 0 Vn 
i=O 
otherwise. 
Starting from Theorem 1, Gekeler [5] proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. If the vector e-algorithm is applied to vectors produced 
by x,+~ = Ax, + b where A is a real matrix such that I - A be nonsingular 
then &L = (I - A)-lb Vn, m being the degree of the minimal polynomial of 
A for the vector x0 - (I - A)-lb. 
Theorem 1 can be generalized in the following way: If the relations 
zbo aix,+i = a zto ai for n = 9, $J + 1,. . . hold for the initial values, 
where the coefficients ai are real and a, # 0, then e.!$ = a for n = p, 
$)+I>... if zf=, ai # 0 and E!$ = 0, n = p,. . . otherwise. Using this 
result, Theorem 2 becomes Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 3. If the vector e-algorithm is applied to vectors produced 
by x,,+~ = Ax, + b where A is a real matrix such that I - A be nonsingular 
then E!$$, = (I - A)-lb Vn, m being the degree of the minimal Polynomial 
of A for the vector x0 - (I - A)-lb and 0 < q < r where r is the multiplicity 
of the null root for the preceding minimal polynomial. 
The proof is very easy to state: if t = 0 is a root of multiplicity r for 
the polynomial zbo aiti then a0 = . * * = a,_r = 0 and the generalization 
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FIRST ORDER LINEAR ITERATIVE PROCESS 
Let us apply the vector e-algorithm to the sequence of vectors produced 
by the first order linear iterative process x,+r = Ax, + b where the 
matrix I - A is singular and b belongs to the range of I - A. Thus the 
linear system z = AZ + b admits solutions and let x be such a solution. 
Since I - A is singular, 1 is a root of the minimal polynomial ~~& a$’ 
of the matrix A. Let us assume that 1 is a single root, then: 
-jj a$- = (1 - t)m$ b,t' 98-l with c b, # 0 (1) 
r=O r=O r=O 
and 
Multiplying by I - A and using (1) we get 
m-1 m-1 
(I - A) C bp.xn+,. = (I - A)xC b, Vn, 
7=0 r=O 
Consequently 
(2) 
(3) 
where S is an arbitrary vector. Using Theorem 1 et;__2 = S/cr!,r b, V+z. 
Let us now prove that egL_e is a solution of the linear system. S = 
~$$a~~~~ b,, then using (3) and (2) (I - A)egi_e = (I - A)x = b. 
If the multiplicity of the root 1 is greater than 1 nothing can be said 
about the vectors ektn) with an even suffix k. If the multiplicity of this 
root is 2 then 
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Let Yn 
m-2 
with 2 c, # 0. 
7=0 
%+1 - x, then yn+i = Ay, and 
m-2 m-2 
(I - A)2Tgo c,y,+, = (I - A)2 2 c,A”+~~~ = 0 Vn, 
7=0 
m-2 m-2 
(I - A)2 c c,x,+, = (I - A)2~ 2 b, VW. 
*=O I=0 
From these two equations it follows that 
m-2 
(I- A) c by,+, = 0 
7=0 
and 
where IJ is an arbitrary vector. 
Thus if the vector e-algorithm is applied to the sequence {yn} then 
E&!,_~ = V/~~~~ b, Vn. Consequently, using a property of the e-algorithm 
stated by Wynn [12], if the e-algorithm is applied to {za} then E!&_~ = 
constant Vn and E$_~ is infinite Vn. If the multiplicity of the root 1 is 
greater than 2 nothing can be said, but, using some other results due to 
Wynn [13], it can be conjectured that 31 6 k < m: ~&!+~~+i = constant 
Vn. Numerical examples support this conjecture. Let us now study the 
case where b does not belong to the range of I - A. In this case the 
linear system has no solution. Let us assume that 1 is a single root of the 
minimal polynomial of A. Then 
and 
m-1 
(I - A) rso b,yn+r = 0 Vn. 
Thus c;=-; b,y,,, = constant Vn, the application of the e-algorithm to 
(y,} gives G&!,_~ = constant Vn and the application of the e-algorithm to 
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{x,} produces ep2-r = constant Vn and ~2 is infinite Qn. If 1 is not a 
single root nothing can be said but it seems true that 31 < k < m such 
that ~&!-a~+~ = constant Vn. Thus, using Theorem 3 in addition, the 
following result has been proved. 
THEOREMS. Let us apply the vector c-algorithm to a sequence of vectors 
defined by x,+~ = Ax, + b where A is a real matrix such that J - A be 
singular. Let m be the degree of the minimal polynomial of A, q the multiplicity 
of the root 1 in this polynomial and Y the multiplicity of the root zero. 
If b belongs to the range of I - A and if q = 1 then E!JL$_~ = x Vn 
where x is a solution of the linear system x = Ax + b. If q = 2 then 
E;[fmr--*)_3 = constant Vn. 
If b does not belong to the range of I - A and if q = 1 then E!$?+~ = 
constant Vn. 
REMARKS. (1) Let h be the rank of I - A then it can be easily 
proved that m < h + 1. 
(2) The results of Theorem 4 can be used to compute the eigenvectors 
of a matrix whose eigenvalues are known. 
(3) Brezinski [ 1, 21 and Gekeler [5] have proposed a quadratic method 
for solving x = F(x) where F: [WP + RD. In this method the vector E- 
algorithm is applied to 2$ + 1 vectors generated by x,+i = F(x,). The 
quadratic character of the convergence is achieved provide that I - F’(s) 
is nonsingular. It does not seem that the results contained in Theorem 4 
could be extended to this nonlinear case contrarily to those of Theorem 3. 
Thus the algorithm becomes: 
x0 given 
(n + 1)th iteration uo = x,, 
uu, = F(u,_,), q = 1,...,2m-r, 
x (I) n+l = %(m-rp 
where m is the degree of the minimal polynomial of F’(s) for the vector 
x,, - s and r the multiplicity of the root zero for this polynomial. If 
I - F’(s) is invertible then the quadratic character of the algorithm can 
be achieved for x0 chosen in some neighbourhood of s. 
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(4) The preceding results can be applied to the solution of rectangular 
linear systems. In this case the matrix is completed with rows or columns 
of zeros and the vector e-algorithm is applied to the sequence of vectors 
produced with the complete matrix. Let us consider the system: 
The rank is equal to the number of columns in the matrix so that the 
system has an unique solution xi = - 1 and x2 = 1. This solution has 
been obtained numerically with 17 exact digits using the vector &-algorithm 
with m = 3. This method avoids knowing what equations are linearly 
independent in the system to be solved. 
(5) When b belongs to the range of I - A and if 4 = 1 then m can be 
taken as the degree of the minimal polynomial of A for the vector x,, - x. 
If b does not belong to the range of I - A then m is the degree of the 
minimal polynomial of A for the vector xi - x,,. 
HIGH ORDER LINEAR ITERATIVE PROCESS 
Let us now apply the vector a-algorithm to sequence of vectors produced 
by a linear iterative process of order k: x, = ~~zl Aix,_i + b. x, and 
b are vectors of [wp and the A, are square real matrices. Let us first assume 
that the matrix B = I - cfEl A, is nonsingular and let x be the unique 
solution of Bx = b. 
This equation of order k can be transformed into a system of k first 
order equations by setting yn = x, - x and 
Yn+1 (1) = yn, 
(2) - 
Yn+1 - Yn-I = Yn 
(1) 
T 
Yn+l 
(k-1) = y _-Ic 2 = y U-2) 
a + n 9 
yn+l = A,Y, + -42y,(l) + * * * + A,Y,(“-“. 
Thus we obtain the equivalent system Y,+r = AY,: 
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It can be immediately deduced from a result of Gantmacher [4] that 1 is 
not an eigenvalue of the matrix A. Let m be the degree of the minimal 
polynomial of A. Then, using Theorem 2, it can be seen that E& = x Vn 
if the vector e-algorithm is applied to the sequence {x,}. It is evident that 
m < kp, let us prove that k < m. If it is assumed that the minimal 
polynomials of A,, . . , A,areofthefirstdegreethenAi = ilJ,i = 1,. . .,k 
where Ai is the eigenvalue of Ai. Let us consider A as a k x k matrix on 
the ring of p x ~5 matrices. Its minimal polynomial is 
A” - Alilk-‘. . . - A,_,1 - A, = 0. 
A satisfies this polynomial Ak - AlAke * * * - A, = 0 where the product 
AiAkpi is the product of each p x J!J element of ALei by Ai. Replacing 
Ai by &I we get Ak - ilA”-l..* - ilk = 0 which proves that k < m. 
Using the same result of Gantmacher, it can be seen that if 1 is an eigen- 
value of A then I - ctE1 Ai is singular and Theorem 3 can be applied. 
Consequently the following result has been proved. 
THEOREM 5. If the vector E-algorithm is ap$ied to a sequence of vectors 
X, E 178~ produced by X, = cfzl Aix,_i + b where the Ai aye real square 
matrices and if B = I - zf=, Ai is nonsingular then E&‘_$ = x where 
x is the solution of the linear system Bx = b, m the degree of the minimal 
polynomial of the matrix. 
A= 
and Y the multiplicity of the root zero for the minimal polynomial of A. More- 
over k < m f kp. 
If the matrix B is singular let q be the multiplicity of the root 1 for the 
minimal polynomial of A. 
If b belongs to the range of B and if q = 1 then E$:& = x Qn. 
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If p = 2 then ~,$‘$r-)~,_~ = constant Vn. 
If b does not belong to the range of B and if q = 1 then E!$?,)_, = 
constant Vn. 
A complete theory of the vector e-algorithm should resolve the matrix 
polynomial equation Xk + AIXk-l + * * * + A, = 0 to find the set of 
vector sequences for which the e-algorithm gives the exact answer. This 
is a very difficult problem because the ring of $ x 9 matrices is non- 
commutative and has zero divisors. Yet the following result can be 
proved. 
THEOREM 6. If the vector c-algorithm is applied to a sequence of vectors 
E [wp produced by x, = x + zi=, Ainzi where the Ai are square matrices 
such that I - Al,. . . , I - A, be nonsingular then epmi+-‘gV - x Vn where m - 
is the degree of the minimal polynomial of the matrix 
A= 
. - - A, - Ak_1 
- .a A, - Ak_1 
‘A,_1 A, - A,_, 
A, 
and Y the multiplicity of the root zero for the minimal polynomial of A. 
Proof. By setting yn = x, - x and ylati) = c,t+ Ajnzj we obtain 
yn = yn(l) and 
A1 AZ-Al ... A, - A,-, 
0 A2 ..a A, - A,-1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 *a * Ak_l A, - Ak_l 
0 0 . . . 0 A, 
The proof can be easily obtained by mathematical induction: 
Yn+1 (4 = A,y,(k), 
y;il ti Aiyn(i) + k (Aj - A&yn(j), i = l,..., k - 1. 
j=i+l 
Replacing yn(i) by its value and rearranging the terms in the summations 
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we get y($ n 1 = C;$iljn+lZj. The eigenvalues of A are the union of those 
of (11,. . . , A,. Thus if 1 is not an eigenvalue of il,, . . , ilk then it is 
not an eigenvalue of A and Theorem 3 can be applied which ends the 
proof of this theorem. H 
REMARKS. (1) In the preceding theorem the only assumptions that 
the matrices I - iii are nonsingular have been made. For the scalar E- 
algorithm, Brezinski and Crouzeix [3] proved that if some roots of the 
linear difference equation are null, the E-algorithm still gives the true 
answer. The same property holds for the vector e-algorithm by taking 
nilpotent matrices for some of the il,. Numerical experiments also show 
that if some Olin are multiplied by a polynomial in the variable n or by 
cos nei then !lm: EE = x Qn. 
(2) If x, = x + c;E=l Ai@ zi where the Ai are square nonsingular 
matrices then, under the same assumptions, the conclusions of Theorem 6 
still hold by setting Bi = AiAiAi-l. Thus BinAi = Aglin and x, = 
x + xf=, Binyi with yi = Aizi. 
(3) It can easily be seen that if zb, a,~,,, = a ~~EO ai for n = 
0,. . . , k where the coefficients a, are real and ak # 0 then the vector 
$2 computed by application of the vector &-algorithm to x0,. . . , xzk is 
identical to the one obtained by application of the scalar e-algorithm to 
each component of x0,. . . , xzk. 
(4) All the results contained in this paper remain valid if the matrix 
corresponding to the matrix A of Theorem 2 is a complex matrix whose 
coefficients of minimal polynomial are real so that Theorem 1 can be 
applied. 
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